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ANGOLA
16 DAYS/ 
From September 4th to 19th
2021

PRESENTATION

The seasoned traveller is always 
fascinated by places with their offerings 
of new tastes and aromas. Angola is no 
exception. It is an enormous country, 
practically unknown to the rest of the 
world, but this will, of course, change in 
the future. Now is the perfect time to 
enjoy both the country’s current situation, 
after a brutal and long-lasting civil war, 
and its colonial past which is still present 
among the black, white and mixed-race 
Angolans.
Angola’s history is there to be seen, 
marking the present and, we can only 
assume, the forseeable future, but its 
nature is recovering and the tribal farming 
villages in the south are there, resistant 
to changing times. Angola is a country 
which is rediscovering itself, mysterious 
and fascinating, and well worth exploring.

ITINERARY

01 (4th Sept.) INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT TO ANGOLA

02 (5th Sept.) LUANDA

03 (6th Sept) LUANDA - LUBANGO (Domestic flight)

04 (7th Sept) LUBANGO - CHIBIA - MUHILA VILLAGE

05 (8th Sept) MUHILA VILLAGE - HUMPATA - NAMIBE

06 (9th Sept) NAMIBE - TCHITUNDO HULO - MUCUBAL VILLAGE

07 (10th Sept.) TCHITUNDO HULO.  MUCUBAL VILLAGE

08 (11th Sept) TCHITUNDO HULO - VIREI - ARCO - NAMIBE

09 (12th Sept.) NAMIBE - GARGANTA - NGUENDELENGO VILLAGE

10 (13th Sept) GARGANTA - LUBANGO - CANHIMEI - MUDIMBA VILLAGE

11 (14th Sept.) CANHIMEI - ONCOCUA

12 (15th Sept.) ONCOCUA - MUHIMBA and MUHACAONA VILLAGES

13 (16th Sept.) ONCOCUA  -  MUHIMBA and MUHACAONA VILLAGES

14 (17th Sept) ONCOCUA  - LUBANGO

15 (18th Sept) LUBANGO - LUANDA (Domestic flight)

16 (19th Sept) LUANDA - INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT DEPARTURE

SPECIALIZED GUIDES:

TREVOR COLE
He was born in the city of Derry (North Ireland), but he has lived most of his life outside the limits of Ireland; in England, Singapore, 
Togo, Italy, Ethiopia and Brazil. He returned to Ireland (Donegal) in 2012.
Photography, along with travel, have become two of the passions of his life. His photography focuses mainly on culture and landscapes.
His work was published by National Geographic (online), various British and European digital photography magazines and newspapers 
and the Survival International calendar in 2016, winning several awards and other recognitions.

TONI ESPADAS
Toni Espadas is a traveller, photographer, adviser and cultural travel guide to Africa. Communicative, empathetic and professional, 
Toni has become a benchmark in our country. Journalists and television producers turn to him for advice on their work projects in 
Africa. Together with him we will discover the hidden corners of this unknown area of the African continent.
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ITINERARY

01 (4th September)  INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT TO ANGOLA
International flight to Luanda, the capital of Angola. Overnight flight.

02 (5th September)  LUANDA 
Luanda is a lively city, full of contrasts. It is the country’s main port and economic centre, and was founded in 1576 by the 
Portuguese explorer Paulo Dias de Novais.
We will spend the day with a thorough visit of the city appreciating the mixture of modernity and colonialism.
Even though Luanda has been regarded in the past as one of the most expensive cities in the world, this is not the present 
reality. It is now aiming to be a model of progress, which is leaving behind a 30-year-long civil war.
Strolling around some of the districts with their colonial architecture is a pleasant experience. What’s more, 25kms to the north 
there is Santiago beach, in the bay of the same name. There are a number of stranded and abandoned boats which make this a 
unique place to visit, and also perfect for photography.
Return to Villa Alice or similar.  BB

Photographic interests:
Praia de Santiago
Colonial architecture

03 (6th September) LUANDA - LUBANGO (Domestic flight)
We will take a domestic flight to the southern city of Lubango. Once we have landed, if the flight schedules allow, we will go up 
the Tundavala, into the heart of the Leba mountain range. Here we will be able to witness the incredible sunset over the region 
of Namibe.
This viewpoint is a magnificent vantage point which is over 2,00 metres high with a beautiful access from Lubanga.
Accomodation at Hotel Kimbo do Soba or similar. BB

Photographic interests:
Tundavala Landscapes
Colonial architecture
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04 (7th September) LUBANGO - CHIBIA - MUHILA VILLAGE
After we have had breakfast we will head out to the south of Lubango to the pleasant and placid town of Chibia, where we will 
stop to visit some of its colonial buildings.
After that, we will leave the road behind in order to enter the territory of the Muhila tribe. Our first contact with this tribe will 
be in the market of Mucuma, where the Muhila women come to trade.
From here, we will head towards Jau to find accomodation for the night in one of the small settlements, and to learn more about 
the customs and traditions of these people.
The Muhila women have one of the most spectacular hairstyles in the whole of Africa. They use tree bark from the Eunbao tree 
mixed with animal fats in order to elaborate these unique hairstyles which are formed with a series of compact plaits.
Accomodation at a camping site. FB

Photographic interests:
Mucuma Market (Muhila)
Muhila ethnic group

05 (8th September)  MUHILA VILLAGE - HUMPATA - NAMIBE
We will leave our hosts to continue our route towards Humpata. From here we will take the road which crosses the Leba 
mountain range and takes us to the town of Namibe, which is inside the territory of the Mucabal tribe. It’s important to mention 
the road that descends 1,000 meters zigzag down. Built in 1915 by the Portuguese engineer Artur Torres, it is a 20-kilometer 
work of art, with 19 curves and a viewpoint where you can contemplate the landscape. 
Namibe or Moçamedes, as it is still known, is a pleasant coastal town with a seafront where you can find restaurants serving 
excellent fish dishes. The afternoon will be a good time to stroll along the beach and visit the ‘Independence’, a boat which came 
originally from Cape Verde and is now stranded on the beach.
Accomodation at Hotel Chic Chic or similar. BB

Photographic interests:
Muhila ethnic group
Serra de Leba Landscape
Colonial architecture
Shipwreck in Namibe Beach

06 (9th September) NAMIBE - TCHITUNDO HULO - MUCUBAL VILLAGE
After breakfast and before leaving Namibe, we will vist the old Portuguese lighthouse. The lighthouse is still operational and 
the daily passage of boats is controlled by means of an old telescope, and recorded in a notebook.
Then we will continue our route towards Virei, the neuralgic centre of the Mucubal people.
We will make a brief stop at the market before continuing to Tchitundo Hulo.
As we leave Virei behind the landscape changes and rocky knolls become more abundant. The rocks known as the Tchitundo 
Hulo are considered to be sacred by the Mucuis who share this territory with the Mucubal. The Mucubal tribe is still nomadic 
due to the difficulties of living in this semi-desert terrain. In the rocks it is possible to find unique paintings and cave engravings, 
and where we will camp for the night is near to a cave with these paintings.
Camping FB

Photographic interests:
Mucubal ethnic group
Rock painting in Chitundo Hulo
Virei market

07 (10th September) TCHITUNDO HULO - MUCUBAL VILLAGE
This is a day for exploring the Mucui and Mucubal territory.  Although the Mucuis live in this region they are still nomadic with 
similarities to the Khoisan, often making them difficult to find.
The Mucubal, on the other hand, have animals and in the region their settlements are of a  more considerable size. In the periods 
of drought, however, the young males often go far afield in search of grazing pastures for their animals.
The Mucubal settlements are easy to recognise with their light coloured mud houses with their distinctive conical shape.
Camping FB

Photographic interests:
Mucubal ethnic group and Mucubal cementery
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08 (11th September) TCHITUNDO HULO - VIREI - ARCO - NAMIBE
After packing away the camping gear, we will head to Virei. Here we will make a stop to see the great Mucubal cemetery.  
Hundreds of horns mark the graves of prominent members of the Mucubal community. Then we will continue our journey to 
the Arco oasis. The curious rock formations and natural lagoons of this oasis, which were formed by the Curoca river, make this 
a unique place to visit.
After lunch we will head back to Namibe where we will spend the night in a hotel.
Accomodation at Hotel Chic Chic BB

Photographic interests:
Virei market
Arco Oasis landscape

09 (12th September) NAMIBE - GARGANTA - NGUENDELENGO VILLAGE 
Will set off for the small village of Garganta. This mountainous region is the territory of the Nguendelengo tribe, and we will 
visit some of their settlements.  It is a small ethnic group in Angola, and although there are similarities between them and the 
Mucubal tribe, the women have a different appearance with their own unique hairstyles.
They still practise ‘Fico’ which is an initiation ceremony for women.
Camping FB

Photographic interests: 
Nguendelengo ethnic group

10 (13th September) GARGANTA - LUBANGO - CANHIMEI - MUDIMBA VILLAGE
From Garganta we will head to Lubango and then south to the village of Kahama. Once we arrive here we will take the new road 
which leads to Otjinjau. We will stop for a break to visit the market.
Once we arrive in Mudimba territory, we will go to the village of Canhimei During the journey we will locate one of the many 
Mudimba settlements where we can stay the night. This tribe is also well-known because of the unique hairstyles of the women. 
They still maintain certain initiation rituals despite many years of Christian influences.
Camping Site at a Mudimba settlement. FB

Photographic interests:
Otjinjau market
Mudimba ethnic group

11 (14th September) CANHIMEI - ONCOCUA.
We will wake up in the territory of the Mudimba, and from here we will look for the most optimum route to arrive at Oncocua. 
The routes in this area change frequently due to the climate and we will have to make sure we choose the route which will take 
us to Oncocua in a reasonable time.
Oncocua is a small village founded by the Portuguese at the beginning of the 20th century and is to be found at the foot of the 
mountain which bears the same name. It is a special place and serves perfectly as a base from where we can explore all the 
tribal varieties in the region.
On arrival, we will head straight to the market and the neuralgic centre of the village. As many as five different tribes live in the 
zone and surrounding this small market it will be possible to see: Muhimbas, Muhacaona, Mudimbas, Mutwa and Mugambue, 
with the first two tribes being the most predominant.
Camping at a settlement near to Oncocua. FB

Photographic interests:
Mudimba ethnic group
Oncocua market and its ethnics variety

12 (15th September) ONCOCUA - MUHIMBA AND MUHACAONA VILLAGES
During this day we will spend time getting to know more about the traditions and customs of the Muhimba y Muhacaona tribes. 
We will visit their settlements and share some time with them while they go about their daily business.
We will go to the Oncocua market in the middle of the afternoon to take in the atmosphere and this will be a pleasant way to 
end the day.
The Himba are predominantly livestock farmers and have the Cunene river as their principal source of water. They maintain a 
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traditional way of life. The women are characterised by their unique hairstyles with long plaits and their decorations made from 
cow skins. Animals are extremely important to these people and many solutions to conflicts and disputes involve animals.
The Muhacaona people live in the same areas as the Himba, and there are a lot of similarities to be found in their respective 
customs and traditions. The appearance of the  Muhacaona women is different from the Himba and it is easy to tell them apart 
as the Muhacaona women have black hair styles due to mixing coal with animal fats. These hairstyles are also decorated with 
coloured beads. FB
Camping.

Photographic interests:
Muhacaona, Muhimba and Mutwa ethnic groups.
Oncocua market.

13 (16th September) ONCOCUA - MUHIMBA AND MUHACAONA VILLAGES
We will stay in the area of Oncocua in order to visit some of the settlements of the previously mentioned tribes such as the 
Muhacaona, Muhimba or Mutwa. Then we will return to the centre of the vilage to experience the atmosphere of Oncocua’s small 
local market.
Camping. FB

Photographic interests:
Muhacaona, Muhimba and Mutwa ethnic groups.
Oncocua market.

14 (17th September) ONCOCUA - LUBANGO
We will return to Lubango. We will leave behind the territory of the Muhimbas and the  Muhacaonas in order to take a long road 
journey back to Lubango. BB

Photographic interests:
Muhacaona ethnic group.
Muhimba ethnic group.
Mutwa ethnic group.
Oncocua market.

15 (18th September) LUBANGO - LUANDA (Domestic flight)
Depending on the time of the flight to Luanda, we will make the last visits in Lubango.
Flight from Lubango to Luanda and transfer to the hotel.
Hotel Villa Alice or similar. BB

16 (19th September) LUANDA - INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT DEPARTURE
Transfer to the airport.

***End of our services***
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MORE INFO

SERVICES INCLUDED
Transfers.

Experts guides.

4x4 vehicles with gasoline.

Hotel accommodation, tent according to itinerary.

Meals according to itinerary. FB (full board) BB (bed and breakfast).

Visits and excursions indicated.

Camp logistics and equipment, cook, etc.

Basic travel assistance insurance.

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED
International and domestic flights. 

Visa (the agency will provide the invitation letter and visa management).

Meals not specified in the program,

Drinks.

Sleeping bag.

Tips.

Any service not specifically indicated in the services section included will be 

considered service NOT included.

INTERESTING INFO
CLIMATE:
Dry season from April to October and 
rainy season from November to may.
TIME DIFFERENCE: 
GMT +1
CURRENCY:
Possible to change USD and Euro as well. 
1€ = 130 Kwanzas aprox.
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT
Flexible bag (not rigid suitcase), small 
backpack for excursions, cotton clothes, 
flashlight, binoculars (fauna), hat, 
sunglasses, mosquito repellent, small 
personal first-aid kit, swimsuit, rain jacket 
for occasional rain, sweatshirt (coat for 
fresh evenings on the plateau), suitable 
footwear for walks, flip flops and shower 
towel.

PRICE PER PERSON:
Land services

4.550€*
*Price based on a minimum group of 
6 people.  Maximum group 8.

SINGLE SUPLEMENT
250€
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HEALTH AND VACCINATIONS
Rift Valley recommends that travellers consult a specialist or visit official health organisms before departing to destinations in  Africa. Health specialists are 
able to offer general advice on visiting tropical areas, as well as specific advice for the areas through which our routes pass.

Consultation with health specialists and possible vaccinations are the responsibility of the traveller.

SAFETY
Rift Valley will require all the necessary contact details from its travellers, so that it will be possible to respond quickly to  any incident that may occur during 
the tour

For more information:  http://www.exteriores.gob.es/Portal/en/Paginas/inicio.aspx

TRAVEL INSURANCE
This trip includes travel insurance as indicated in the services included.  Clients, should they wish, are able to extend the insurance cover by paying the di-
fference. In this case, Rift Valley will provide the necessary information so that clients are able to draw up an insurance policy which is the most suitable for 
themselves and the trip.

TRAVELLERS WITH REDUCED MOBILITY
 Any person who has reduced mobility who wishes to receive precise information about the suitability of the trip in relation to his/her circumsatnces, and  in 
order to evaluate the possibility and the viability of contracting the trip should, before proceeding with the reservation application, inform the agency of their 

situation .

In accordance with the CE Regulation 1107/2006, it is understood that a person with reduced mobility means any person whose mobility when using transport 
is reduced due to any physical disability (sensory or locomotor, permanent or temporary), intellectual disability or impairment, or any other cause of disability, or 
age, and whose situation requires  appropriate attention and adaptation to his or her particular needs of the services made available to all passengers.

DOCUMENTATION
The traveller is responsible for having all the necessary documentation for the trip. A visa is necessary for entering the country. In order to obtain the visa it 
is necessary to have a passport with sufficient pages for the visa stamp and with a validity of at least 6 months from the end of the trip. The pre-visa can be 
obtained online at http://www.smevisa.gov.ao/Visatype.aspx which can take from a few hours to several days.

RESPONSIBILITY
We are convinced that this trip will be an unforgettable experience for the travellers, an intense learning process and cultural exchange, as well as an inspira-
tional immersion into African culture and society.
Rift Valley considers that it is its responsibility as the travel agent to promote values such as respect for the way of life of the ethnic groups: their society, their 
culture and their environment. These values should be present in all trips.
In the same way, Rift Valley has to ensure that its trips have no negative impact on both the country and its people. Together, it is possoble to contribute to the 
sustainable development of the African people.
At Rift Valley we consider it is very important to contribute to the strengthening and developement of the country. For this reason, it is important that our clients 
understand that we make our small contributuion by constantly contracting the local people (as guides, drivers, cooks, boat handlers etc) and using the local 
services (accommodation, restaurants and specialised guides). We always make sure that this is done in a respectful way, and that the remuneration for these 
services is both dignified and just.

TREATMENT OF PERSONAL DATA
In accordance with the European Parliament and Council ruling  (UE) 2016/679 ,  27th April 2016 (GDPR - General Data Protection Regulation), the client accepts 
that the personal data in the contract documents, and any future personal data, will be collected and treated by the travel agency RIFT VALLEY EXPEDITIONS, 
S.L., in Sabadell. The data will have been collected for the purpose of providing pre-contractual information and is in agreement with the General Laws pertai-
ning to consumer and user protection, as well as any other supplementary laws.  The treatment of the data is undertaken legitimately in accordance with the 
following articles of the GDPR:

• 6.1. a the data subject has given consent to the processing of his or her personal data for one or more specific  purposes
• 6.1. b processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party or in order to take  steps at the request of 
the data subject prior to entering into a contract

The interested party may exercise his/her rights as recognised by the GDPR, in particular to the access, rectification, cancellation and/or opposition, by writing 
to the agency at the address given with the reference ‘Data Protection’.

Conserving data: We will keep personal data while there exists a contractual, pre-contractual and/or commercial relationship with the client, or while the client 
does not exercise his/her right to suppression, cancellation and/or limitation of his/her data.
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PAYMENT FOR THE TRIP
At the moment the the purchase of the trip is confirmed by the client, he/she is expected to 
pay 100% of the cost of the flights (if applicable) and  40% of the ground services.  If the client 
has already made a deposit, he will be expected to pay the difference.  The payment of the rest 
should be made not less than 30 days before the start of the trip.  If for any reason the agency 
does not arrange a final payment date, it is understood that the final payments should be made 
not less than 7 days before departure.
The agency has the right to terminate the contract and undertake renunciation proceedures if 
the client has not made the required payments on or before the established dates.

The services included in the contract are derived from the information given to the client in 
the programme as well as any indications which are relevant to this information when the 
reservation is confirmed. The travel agency has, however, the right to modify the information 
contained in the programme before the contract is elaborated. At all times, any changes will be 
clearly communicated to the client in writing.

CANCELLATION POLICY
The traveller, at any time before the start of the trip, may terminate the contract, paying a penalty 
equal to the price of the combined trip minus the savings and the revenue  derived from the 
alternative travel services used.  
In any case, the cancellation costs will not exceed the total amount of the trip .
Changes: in the event of flight changes, the agency will charge an administrative fee of €20 per 
passenger in addition to the penalties applied by the airlines  themselves.
Cancellations: in the event of flight cancellations, the agency will charge a management fee of 
€30 per passenger in addition to the penalties applied by the airlines themselves.
We recommend taking out cancellation insurance.

SPECIAL CANCELLATION POLICIES
The Agency will not reimburse clients for the following contracted services:
1. Airplane tickets issued
2. Insurance contracts
3. Primate permits
4. Visa/permit processing
5. Government fees

CESSION OF THE 
RESERVATION
The customer may cede his reservation to 
another person, provided they meet all the 
conditions stipulated in the contract. The 
cession must be reported to the Agency at least 
7 calendar days before the start of the trip.  
In any case, the customer and the person to 
whom the reservation has been assigned shall 
respond jointly and severally to the Agency for 
the payment of the rest of the price, as well 
as any commissions, surcharges or additional 
costs that may arise from the cession.
Note: flights and travel insurance may not be 
ceded, as they are only valid for the person to 
whom they were originally issued, and are non-
transferable. 

Once a firm booking has been made by a 
customer, and the agency has confirmed the 
services and their price, any changes to the 
price must be announced at least 20 calendar 
days before the date of departure, should 
there be variations in the cost of the transport 
(including fuel prices), or fees or taxes related 
to certain services (such as landing, embarking 
or disembarking at ports and airports), or the 
exchange rates applied to the trip.

This budget was drafted on 08 June, 2020. The 
maintenance of the price and the itinerary 
expressed in this budget is contingent upon 
the availability and cost of the services that 
compose it at the time the customer asks us 
for a firm booking. Hence, the final price or 
some points of the Itinerary may vary between 
the booking and that time when the customer 
requests the formalisation of his reservation, 
and we reconfirm the services, and their costs, 
with our providers and suppliers.
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